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Abstract

The Segment Anything Model (SAM) marks a notable
milestone in segmentation models, highlighted by its robust
zero-shot capabilities and ability to handle diverse prompts.
SAM follows a pipeline that separates interactive segmen-
tation into image preprocessing through a large encoder
and interactive inference via a lightweight decoder, ensur-
ing efficient real-time performance. However, SAM faces
stability issues in challenging samples upon this pipeline.
These issues arise from two main factors. Firstly, the im-
age preprocessing disables SAM to dynamically use image-
level zoom-in strategies to refocus on the target object dur-
ing interaction. Secondly, the lightweight decoder strug-
gles to sufficiently integrate interactive information with im-
age embeddings. To address these two limitations, we pro-
pose FocSAM with a pipeline redesigned on two pivotal as-
pects. First, we propose Dynamic Window Multi-head Self-
Attention (Dwin-MSA) to dynamically refocus SAM’s im-
age embeddings on the target object. Dwin-MSA localizes
attention computations around the target object, enhanc-
ing object-related embeddings with minimal computational
overhead. Second, we propose Pixel-wise Dynamic ReLU
(P-DyReLU) to enable sufficient integration of interactive
information from a few initial clicks that have significant
impacts on the overall segmentation results. Experimen-
tally, FocSAM augments SAM’s interactive segmentation
performance to match the existing state-of-the-art method
in segmentation quality, requiring only about 5.6% of this
method’s inference time on CPUs. Code is available at
https://github.com/YouHuang67/focsam.

1. Introduction

Interactive segmentation [5, 23, 28, 36] enhances the ef-
ficiency of enlarging image segmentation datasets by us-
ing limited manual annotations, avoiding the exhaustive
effort of full labeling. Recently, the Segment Anything
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Figure 1. Interactive segmentation stability on a challenging ex-
ample. The bottom-left shows the example overlaid with GT (pur-
ple masks). The top and middle rows illustrate the interactive seg-
mentation of SAM and the proposed FocSAM, where each click
is placed at the center of erroneously predicted regions and cate-
gorized as either positive (green) or negative (red). SAM’s perfor-
mance is unstable in this example (top row), where the 9th click
yields an IoU of 88.59 (left) but a subsequent click significantly
reduces the IoU to 12.78 (right). In contrast, FocSAM (middle
row) shows consistent performance. The plot (bottom-right) sum-
marizes the trends of 20 clicks’s segmentation, clearly contrasting
SAM’s IoU fluctuations with FocSAM’s stable performance.

Model (SAM) [28] excels in real-time, high-quality inter-
active segmentation, responding to annotator prompts such
as clicks [23], bounding boxes [28], or coarse masks [29].
SAM’s generalizability and efficiency in processing di-
verse prompts make it a versatile tool across a spectrum
of segmentation-related tasks. This study focuses on click-
based interactive segmentation building upon SAM [28].

SAM [28] alongside the concurrent InterFormer [23]
has pioneered a new interactive segmentation pipeline.
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This pipeline incorporates powerful Vision Transformers
(ViTs) [9, 21, 31] as the image encoder to preprocess im-
ages, generating image embeddings that are applicable to
all objects within the same image. During the interaction,
these image embeddings and the prompts (e.g. clicks) from
annotators are fed into a lightweight decoder to produce
segmentation results. This pipeline combines the power of
large ViTs with the speed needed for on-the-spot interac-
tive segmentation. Following such a pipeline, SAM even
enables annotators to perform real-time, high-quality inter-
active segmentation on CPU-only devices, aiding in the sig-
nificant expansion of image segmentation annotations [28].

However, SAM’s pipeline has two limitations. First, the
pipeline’s image preprocessing disables the efficient imple-
mentation of the image-level zoom-in strategy [46] that dy-
namically refocuses the model on the target object during
interaction. Second, SAM’s lightweight decoder struggles
to sufficiently fuse the interactive information with the pre-
processed image embeddings due to the need for real-time
responses, thus weakening the interactive feedback’s posi-
tive impact on segmentation quality. Consequently, SAM
faces instability issues in challenging scenarios, such as
camouflaged objects [10] almost blending into the back-
ground. Figure 1 clearly illustrates the instability of SAM’s
segmentation results, where an additional click following a
sufficient number of previous ones (e.g., 9 clicks) can un-
expectedly trigger substantial degradation in segmentation
quality, exemplified by a drop in IoU from 88.59 to 12.78.
Such instability significantly limits SAM’s applicability in
a broader range of image segmentation annotations.

Therefore, we propose FocSAM to address SAM’s lim-
itations. FocSAM’s pipeline builds upon SAM and intro-
duces an extra focus refiner. This refiner adjusts SAM’s im-
age embeddings for each object during the object’s interac-
tion, adding ignorable computations. The adjustment facili-
tates two major improvements. First, the refiner uses initial
segmentation results to refocus the image embeddings on
regions containing the target object, inspired by the image-
level zoom-in [46]. Second, the refiner sufficiently fuses the
embeddings with a few initial clicks that prove to have great
impact on final segmentation results [35], further enhancing
the object-related embeddings.

To implement FocSAM’s focus refiner with minimal
computational overhead, we introduce Dynamic Window
Multi-head Self-Attention (Dwin-MSA) and Pixel-wise Dy-
namic ReLU (P-DyReLU). Dwin-MSA partitions image
embeddings into windows and perform efficient attention
computations on a dynamic minimal subset of the win-
dowed embeddings that intersect with previously predicted
masks. Such a dynamic manner avoids redundant compu-
tations on irrelevant background areas. Dwin-MSA uses
the shifting strategy [39] to ensure long-distance interac-
tions among embeddings, preserving dynamic efficiency.

P-DyReLU is employed as the non-linear activation in the
Dwin-MSA to fuse the interactive information from a few
initial clicks with the image embeddings. Specifically, P-
DyReLU adopts DyReLU [6] and utilizes SAM decoder’s
click-fused query embeddings to enhance the object-related
image embeddings and suppress object-unrelated ones.

Experimentally, FocSAM demonstrates superior interac-
tive segmentation performance over SAM with negligible
additional computational costs. FocSAM matches the state-
of-the-art SimpleClick [36] in Number of Clicks (NoC)
across datasets including DAVIS [43], SBD [19], Grab-
Cut [45], Berkeley [26], MVTec [2] and COD10K [10], but
FocSAM requires only about 5.6% of the CPU inference
time compared to SimpleClick. Moreover, as the number of
objects per image surpasses 10, FocSAM’s time efficiency
further improves, demanding roughly 1.2% of the time re-
quired by SimpleClick for CPU inference.

We summarize our contributions as follows:
• We introduce FocSAM to boost SAM’s performance by

dynamically enhancing the object-related image embed-
dings and deeply integrating interactive information into
these embeddings.

• FocSAM is implemented by proposed Dwin-MSA and P-
DyReLU with ignorable extra computational costs.

• FocSAM matches the state-of-the-art SimpleClick in
NoC across datasets including DAVIS, SBD, GrabCut,
Berkeley, MVTec and COD10K, requires just 5.6% of
SimpleClick’s inference time on CPUs.

2. Related Work
2.1. Interactive Segmentation

The integration of deep networks into interactive segmen-
tation [3, 12, 14, 45] is initiated by DIOS [55], leading
to subsequent advancements in click-based methods like
DEXTR [32, 41], FCA-Net [34], BRS [25], and f-BRS [46].
The following methods [1, 5, 29, 35, 37, 59] focus on en-
hancing various aspects of interactive segmentation. Sim-
pleClick [36] is the first to introduce large Vision Trans-
formers [9] into this field. InterFormer [23] follows with
a novel pipeline to reduce model redundancy by reusing
image features. SAM [28] also adopts this pipeline and
achieves robust zero-shot capabilities and diverse prompts,
leading to various downstream applications [30, 40, 42, 50,
53, 57]. However, SAM is unable to employ the image-level
zoom-in strategy [46] efficiently and integrate interactive
information effectively, hindering its broader applications.
We introduce FocSAM to address SAM’s limitations.

2.2. Efficient Attention

Transformers [48] make remarkable strides in the field of
computer vision [9, 11, 13, 27, 47, 52, 54, 58]. The high
computational complexity of attention module leads to a
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Figure 2. Overview of proposed FocSAM building upon SAM. SAM comprises an image encoder, a prompt encoder and a decoder. The
image encoder transforms images into image embeddings before interaction. In each interaction of an object, the prompt encoder converts
the previous mask and annotator clicks into mask and click embeddings, respectively. These three embeddings and a learnable query
embedding are fed into the decoder for segmentation. Upon SAM’s pipeline, FocSAM introduces a focus refiner that is employed once
per object during interaction (Figure (a)). In an early step of SAM’s interaction, this refiner processes SAM’s image embeddings, previous
mask and click-fused query embedding through a stack of refine blocks (Figure (b)). Each block receives the image and query embeddings
with the mask shared across all the blocks, and produces the image and query embeddings fed into the subsequent block. The final output
is a refined image embedding, which replaces the original image embedding for subsequent interactions with the object.

range of research [15, 38, 54, 60]. One typical way is to
limit the attention region of each token from full-attention
to local/windowed attention [17, 31, 38, 49]. This strategy
has garnered significant interest, as evidenced by various
studies [7, 22, 24, 51, 56]. More recently, CSwin [8] in-
troduces Cross-Shaped Window Self-attention to compute
concurrently in both orientations. Beyond Fixation [44]
proposes DW-ViT to fuse multi-scale information. In this
paper, we propose Dwin-MSA to perform dynamic window
attention on object-related image embeddings.

3. Method

We propose FocSAM with a redesigned SAM pipeline. In
3.1, we present an overview of SAM’s pipeline and the new
pipeline. Then, we elaborate on the implementation of Foc-
SAM’s focus refiner in 3.2 and 3.3. Finally, the training loss
is discussed in Section 3.4.

3.1. Pipeline

SAM’s pipeline. In Figure 2, SAM [28] comprises an im-
age encoder, a prompt encoder and a decoder. The image
encoder preprocesses each image only once before the in-
teraction, despite the varying number of objects within the
image. Instead, both the prompt encoder and the decoder
actively engage in every interaction, rapidly processing an-
notator clicks to predict segmentation results.
Image encoder. In SAM’s preprocessing phase, images are
resized and padded to 1024×1024 and fed into a ViT-based

image encoder [9]. This encoder is structured in four stages
of equal depth and utilizes window-based attention in each
stage for efficient computation [31], with full attention ap-
plied at each stage’s end. Following this, simple convolu-
tional layers further reduces the dimensions to produce 256-
dimensional embeddings F ∈ R

H
16×

W
16×256, corresponding

to non-overlapping 16× 16 image patches.
Prompt encoder. In SAM’s interaction phase, the prompt
encoder [28] transforms annotator prompts into embed-
dings. These prompts include N clicks at the N th interac-
tion, each with x, y coordinates and a label indicating pos-
itive or negative. A positive click in a false negative region
signals the model to expand that region and a negative click
in a false positive region suggests removal. Starting from
the second interaction for each object, the prompt encoder
also converts the previously predicted segmentation mask
into mask embeddings. The transformed click embeddings
c ∈ RN×256 and mask embeddings E ∈ R

H
16×

W
16×256 will

be fed into the SAM decoder, as depicted in Figure 2.
Decoder. Following the prompt encoder, the decoder re-
ceives image embeddings F , mask embeddings E, click
embeddings c and learnable query embeddings. The num-
ber of query embeddings corresponds to the expected out-
put masks by the decoder. In our work, we use a single
query embedding q ∈ R1×256. During decoding, the con-
catenated embeddings [q; c] ∈ R(N+1)×256 undergo cross-
attention with the mask-fused image embedding F + E.
They alternate roles of query and key/value in the cross at-
tention without involving image-to-image attention. After
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Figure 3. Overview of FocSAM’s focus refiner. Figure (a) depicts the overall architecture of the focus refiner. Figure (b) details the refine
block, showing the flow of image and query embeddings through the Dwin and MSA modules. Figures (c) and (d) highlight the window
selection within the Dwin module and the shift strategy. Figure (e) provides a detailed view of the MSA module.

two blocks of such cross-attention, the output includes the
click-fused image embedding F c ∈ R

H
4 ×W

4 ×256 that has
been upsampled by some convolutions and the click-fused
query embedding qc ∈ R1×256, with the click embeddings
discarded. Their dot product F c·q⊤

c ∈ R
H
4 ×W

4 ×1 generates
logits for predicting the final mask M .
FocSAM’s pipeline. Building upon SAM’s pipeline, Foc-
SAM’s pipeline introduces the focus refiner. The refiner is
employed once for each object. Specifically, at the Kth in-
teraction of an object, the refiner receives the image em-
bedding F , the previously predicted mask M (K−1) and
the previous click-fused query embedding q

(K−1)
c . Then,

the refiner produces a refined image embedding F (K)
r ∈

R
H
16×

W
16×256 that has object-related embeddings. F (K)

r re-
places the original embedding F in all the subsequent inter-
action on this object. As illustrated by Figure 2 (b), this fo-
cus refiner comprises a stack of refine blocks. These blocks
refine the image and query embeddings iteratively, sharing
the same previous mask. The image embedding from the fi-
nal block serves as the refiner output. We detail these refine
blocks in the following subsection.

3.2. Refine Block

Overview. In Figure 3 (a), the plain refine block and the
shift refine block alternately stack within the refiner, refin-
ing the image embedding F and click-fused query embed-
ding q

(K−1)
c with the shared mask M (K−1). They share

most modules, differing mainly in the Dwin and Shift Dwin
(Figure 3 (b)). Both the Dwin and Shift Dwin identify the
bounding box around the object from the mask M (K−1)

(Figure 3 (c)(d)) and refine the embeddings on the object.

The refined embeddings and the correspondingly duplicated
query embeddings are fed into the MSA module (Figure 3
(e)). Then, we detail Dwin and Shift Dwin.

Revisiting image-level zoom-in. Given an image I and a
bounding box, the image-level zoom-in strategy [46] is for-
mulated as resize(I[y1 : y2, x1 : x2], (H,W )), where cor-
ner coordinates (x1, y1), (x2, y2) define the bounding box
and (H,W ) is the model input size. Adapting this strat-
egy to the embeddings typically involves RoIAlign [20]
that crops and resizes embeddings using a linear sampling
method. However, RoIAlign faces two main issues. First,
RoIAlign assumes that embeddings can be linearly interpo-
lated like images, which may not hold for SAM’s image
embeddings due to lack of the corresponding smoothness-
aware training. Second, RoIAlign uniformly resizes all ob-
jects, ignoring size differences, which limits representation
for larger objects and adds redundancy for smaller ones.

Dynamic window. Instead of using RoIAlign, we intro-
duce the Dynamic Window (Dwin) strategy. Given win-
dow size S, a batch of B samples’ image embeddings F ∈
RB× H

16×
W
16×256 can be windowed as F̄ ∈ RL×S×S×256

with L = BHW/(16S)2. Then, the windows intersecting
the box are selected (Figure 3 (c). For all objects within
these images, we can simultaneously select all windows in-
tersecting with their respective bounding boxes despite the
objects’ sizes. This leads to the selected embedding win-
dows FW ∈ RM×S×S×256, with M the number of win-
dows interacting with the boxes. Each window performs in-
dependent computations like self-attention within the win-
dow, and updates its own embeddings with the computation
results, freezing the unselected embedding windows.
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Long-range patch-to-patch attention. We further employ
the shifting strategy [38, 39] in the Shift Dwin (Figure 3
(d)). Alternating the Dwin and Shift Dwin ensures suffi-
cient information exchange between all the patches within
the bounding box. Moreover, the boxes typically limit the
spatial distance between embeddings within the same ob-
ject, implying that a few blocks and small window sizes still
allow sufficient information exchange.
MSA module. The MSA (Figure 3 (e)) processes FW ’s
each window f ∈ RS×S×256 parallelly, with the duplicated
query embedding qc = copy(qK−1

c ) ∈ R1×256. Let

(Q,K, V )(x,y, z) = softmax
(
xWQW

⊤
Ky⊤

√
d

)
zWV

(1)
denote the conventional attention [48]. The MSA module is
formulated as follows. First, qc is fused with f , i.e.

qf = (Q,K, V )(qc,f ,f). (2)

Then, f undergoes self-attention, yielding

f̂ = (Q,K, V )(f ,f ,f). (3)

Next, f̂ is activated by P-DyReLU as follows

f̂ q = PDyReLU(f̂ ; qf ). (4)

Finally, this MSA module outputs both

f q = f + DeformConv(f + f̂ q) (5)

and qf as the next block’s inputs. Additionally, the qf from
each window is aggregated through an average summation.
We detail P-DyReLU in the following subsection.

3.3. Pixel-wise Dynamic ReLU

Dynamic ReLU. DyReLU [6] extends the conventional
ReLU by introducing input-dependent activation parame-
ters. For an input vector x, the dynamic activation func-
tion f(x;θ(x)) uses parameters θ(x) that adapt based on
x. In details, the traditional ReLU function y = max{x, 0}
is generalized in DyReLU to a parametric piecewise linear
function yc = maxk{akcxc + bkc} for each element xc of x.
DyReLU adapts coefficients akc and bkc based on x:

yc = fθ(x)(xc) = max
1≤k≤K

{akc (x)xc + bkc (x)}, (6)

where all the coefficients {akc}, {bkc} are outputs of the hy-
per function θ(x). The plain ReLU is a special case of
K = 2 with a1 = 1 and b1 = a2 = b2 = 0.
Pixel-wise DyReLU. Considering Equation 4, we imple-
ment θ(x) to fuse f̂ ∈ RS×S×256 from Equation 2 with
qf ∈ R1×256 from Equation 3. The implementation is in-
spired by the SAM decoders’ use of a dot product between
image and query embeddings to generate logits for mask
prediction [28]. This process effectively captures the un-
normalized similarity between each image embedding and
the query embedding in a pixel-wise manner. We adopt

this similarity to enhance the object-related embeddings and
suppress the unrelated ones, formulating θ(x) as

a0 = b0 = Expand(f̂ · q⊤
f ),

a1 = b1 = Expand(AvgPool(f̂)),
(7)

where Expand(x) replicate x to match the image embed-
dings f̂ and AvgPool(·) performs spatial average pooling.
Thus, the coefficients a0,a1, b0, b1 share the same shape
of f̂ . Then, we apply channel-wise MLPs on these coeffi-
cients to transform their scales and bias, which yields

ā0 = MLP(a0;W 0
a), b̄

0
= MLP(b0;W 0

b),

ā1 = MLP(a1;W 1
a), b̄

1
= MLP(b1;W 1

b).
(8)

Finally, P-DyReLU in Equation 4 is implemented as

PDyReLU(f̂ ; qf ) = max{ā0⊙ f̂+ b̄
0
, ā1⊙ f̂+ b̄

1}, (9)

where ⊙ is an element-wise product.

3.4. Training Loss

Like previous methods [23, 29, 36], we adopt the normal-
ized focal loss (NFL) proposed in RITM [29]. Additionally,
we introduce the point loss (PTL) inspired by BRS [25] as
the auxiliary loss, which is defined as follows

PTL(M , {(xi, yi, zi)}) =
∑
i

(M(xi, yi)− zi)
2
, (10)

where {(xi, yi)} is the coordinates of clicks leading to the
predicted mask M and zi is the binary label indicating
whether the click is positive.

4. Experiments
In Section 4.1, we detail the experimental setup. Section 4.2
discusses the main results, comparing FocSAM’s perfor-
mance with previous methods across various datasets. In
Section 4.3, we statistically evaluate the stability of Foc-
SAM in interactive segmentation, compared to SAM. The
impact of FocSAM’s modules is explored in Section 4.4.
Finally, Section 4.5 presents qualitative results.

4.1. Experimental Setting

Datasets. Following the previous methods [5, 23, 36, 37],
we train our models on COCO [33] and LVIS [16], and then
evaluate all the methods’ zero-shot interactive segmenta-
tion capabilities on various other datasets including Grab-
Cut [45], Berkeley [26], SBD [19] and DAVIS [43]. Our
evaluation also extends to more challenging datasets includ-
ing MVTec [2] and COD10K [10]. Please refer to the sup-
plementary materials for more details on the datasets.
Implementation details. We utilize the pre-trained ViT-
Huge from SAM [28] as the backbone with the prompt en-
coder and decoder. For the proposed focus refiner, we con-
figure a total of 12 blocks, comprising 6 plain refine blocks
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Method ↓SPC/s GrabCut Berkeley SBD DAVIS MVTec COD10K Mean

f-BRS-B-HR32 [46] CVPR20 - 1.69 2.44 7.26 6.50 - - -
RITM-HR18s [29] Preprint21 - 1.68 2.60 6.48 5.98 - - -
RITM-HR32 [29] Preprint21 - 1.56 2.10 5.71 5.34 - - -
CDNet-R34 [4] ICCV21 - 1.52 2.06 7.04 5.56 - - -
EdgeFlow-HR18 [18] ICCVW21 - 1.72 2.40 - 5.77 - - -
PseudoClick-HR32 [37] ECCV22 - 1.50 2.08 5.54 5.11 - - -

FocalClick-HR18s-S1 [5] CVPR22 0.03 1.82 2.89 7.29 6.56 13.99 13.39 7.66
FocalClick-HR18s-S2 [5] CVPR22 0.07 1.62 2.66 6.79 5.25 13.29 12.00 6.93
FocalClick-HR32-S2 [5] CVPR22 0.14 1.80 2.36 6.51 5.39 12.40 11.59 6.67
FocalClick-SegFB0-S1 [5] CVPR22 0.01 1.86 3.29 7.60 7.42 13.99 14.01 8.03
FocalClick-SegFB0-S2 [5] CVPR22 0.02 1.66 2.27 6.86 5.49 12.31 11.77 6.73
FocalClick-SegFB3-S2 [5] CVPR22 0.10 1.50 1.92 5.59 4.90 11.20 10.54 5.94

InterFormer-Light [23] ICCV23 0.13 (0.10)† 1.50 3.14 6.34 6.19 12.03 11.27 6.75
InterFormer-Tiny [23] ICCV23 0.23 (0.14)† 1.36 2.53 5.51 5.21 10.84 9.42 5.81

SimpleClick-ViT-B [36] ICCV23 1.26 1.48 1.97 5.62 5.06 11.15 9.93 5.87
SimpleClick-ViT-L [36] ICCV23 3.12 1.40 1.89 4.89 4.81 10.65 9.07 5.45
SimpleClick-ViT-H [36] ICCV23 6.99 1.50 1.75 4.70 4.78 10.56 9.13 5.40
‡SAM-ViT-H [28] ICCV23 0.35 (0.02)† 1.88 2.09 7.62 5.19 13.97 10.36 6.85
FocSAM-ViT-H (Ours) 0.39 (0.02)† 1.32 1.47 4.69 4.77 11.14 8.91 5.38

Table 1. Comparison of NoC@90 with previous methods. We report results on GrabCut [45], Berkeley [26], SBD [19], DAVIS [43],
MVTec [2] and COD10K [10]. The best results are highlighted in bold. † signifies that the SPC metric incorporates both decoder inference
time and encoder inference time averaged over 20 clicks. For our FocSAM, the SPC additionally includes the proposed refiner’s inference
time averaged over 20 clicks. The decoder-only SPC is separately noted in parentheses, indicating the actual interaction time. ‡ denotes
methods that have not followed the conventional COCO [33]+LVIS [16] training for interactive segmentation. Our FocSAM achieves
state-of-the-art NoC@90 performance, while the SPC on CPUs is only about 5.6% of the previous SOTA SimpleClick-ViT-H [36].

and 6 shift refine blocks. The embedding dimensions of
both Dwin-MSA and P-DyReLU are set to align with the
256-dimensional SAM image embeddings. The window
size for Dwin-MSA is set to 16. The refine step K is set
to 2, i.e., the focus refiner activates after the second click.
Further details are available in the supplementary materials.
Training strategy. In training FocSAM, we adopt Inter-
Former’s click simulation strategy [23] for interactive sim-
ulation before loss computation. SAM’s image encoder and
prompt encoder are frozen during training. Moreover, we
use the image encoder to pre-extract and store the COCO-
LVIS image embeddings to reduce computational costs. We
resize and pad the images to match SAM’s input size of
1024 × 1024. We employ a two-stage training strategy in-
volving firstly fine-tuning the SAM decoder for 320k itera-
tions at a batch size of 16 and then training FocSAM with
the frozen decoder for 160k iterations in the same settings.
This strategy addresses the training instability caused by
the refiner’s loss dependency on the decoder. Training and
evaluations are performed on a server with 4 NVIDIA RTX
3090 GPUs and dual Intel Xeon Silver CPUs. More details
are provided in the supplementary materials.
Evaluation. In the evaluation, following SAM [28], im-

ages are resized and padded to 1024, and the segmentation
results from the decoder are then adjusted back to their orig-
inal size for IoU calculations. For click simulation in test-
ing, we place clicks at the centers of erroneously predicted
regions, in line with previous methods [5, 23, 36]. The bi-
nary label of each click is determined by the maximum dis-
tance to the boundaries of false negative and false positive
regions. FocSAM is evaluated in both inference speed and
segmentation performance. Speed is quantified as Seconds
Per Click (SPC) on CPUs, indicating the average inference
time per click. For segmentation performance, we use the
Number of Clicks (NoC) metric that is the average mini-
mum clicks required to reach a specified IoU. We mainly
focus on NoC@90 under 20 clicks, i.e., the average clicks
needed to achieve 90% IoU. In cases where more than 20
clicks are needed, the count is capped at 20 for evaluation
consistency with previous methods [5, 23, 36]. Additional
NoC metrics are employed in the ablation study.

4.2. Main Results

Table 1 showcases FocSAM’s main results, benchmarked
against previous methods. Indeed, SAM has been bench-
marked against the mainstream methods [5, 29, 36] in its
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Figure 4. Stability analysis of interactive segmentation. We report results on SBD [19], MVTec [2] and COD10K [10], and show ∆IoU
for consecutive clicks, filtering out ∆IoU greater than −1%. The results highlight FocSAM’s superior stability over SAM, evidenced by
fewer significant declines in segmentation quality with additional clicks.

Dwin-MSA P-DyReLU
SBD MVTec COD10K

20NoC@90 100NoC@95 20NoC@90 100NoC@95 20NoC@90 100NoC@95

✗ ✗ 7.62 63.40 13.97 81.90 10.36 76.73
✓ ✗ 4.75 34.39 11.29 64.15 9.26 64.32
✗ ✓ 4.76 34.52 11.48 65.04 9.33 64.41
✓ ✓ 4.69 32.96 11.14 62.82 8.91 62.61

Table 2. Ablation study on Dwin-MSA and P-DyReLU. We measure NoC@90 with up to 20 clicks (20NoC@90) and NoC@95 with
up to 100 clicks (100NoC@95). Our findings reveal: 1) the metric under 100 clicks emphasizes the influence of challenging samples;
2) Dwin-MSA and P-DyReLU individually yield similar results; 3) combining Dwin-MSA with P-DyReLU enhances the performance,
especially evident under 100 clicks, which reduces the negative impact of challenging samples.

experiments [28] despite SAM’s pretraining on SA-1B [28]
instead of COCO+LVIS used for these methods. The SA-
1B and COCO+LVIS are both designed for general sce-
narios and often overlap in scope, facilitating valid com-
parisons between SAM and these methods. Due to SA-
1B’s inclusion of numerous SAM-generated masks, Foc-
SAM maintains training on COCO+LVIS to mitigate bias
inherent in SAM. As reported, FocSAM achieves state-of-
the-art performance in five out of the six evaluation datasets,
particularly in the largest SBD (6671 samples) and the
second-largest COD10K datasets (2026 samples). Despite
a slight underperformance in the MVTec dataset, FocSAM
still maintains the best average NoC across all datasets,
closely match the previous state-of-the-art SimpleClick-
ViT-H [36]. However, the standout aspect of FocSAM
is its time efficiency, evidenced by an SPC of 0.39, far
quicker than SimpleClick-ViT-H’s 6.99 SPC. This is at-
tributed to FocSAM’s use of SAM’s pipeline, which pre-
extracts image embeddings for efficient interaction, unlike
SimpleClick’s full model inference at each interaction. On
the other hand, although SAM shows slightly less inference
time, its segmentation performance is lower compared to
the early methods like FocalClick [5]. FocSAM enhances
SAM’s performance to top-tier levels in interactive segmen-
tation while adding only about 10% computational costs.
The following subsection will further validate whether Foc-
SAM genuinely resolves the instability issues in SAM.

4.3. Stability Analysis

Experimental Settings. To evaluate the stability, we con-
duct statistical analyses on the three large-scale datasets, i.e.
SBD, MVTec and COD10K. Similar to the evaluation on
NoC metrics, each click is placed at the center of the erro-
neously predicted regions. The number of simulated clicks
per sample is increased from 20 to 100. For each sample,
from the second interaction click onwards, we calculate the
∆IoU, which is the difference in IoU between consecutive
clicks, and filter out ∆IoU greater than −1%. This ensures
that only significant deteriorations in segmentation quality
are considered. The remaining ∆IoUs are then visualized.
Results. As illustrated in Figure 4, FocSAM exhibits con-
siderably better stability across all datasets compared to
SAM. The ∆IoU distribution for FocSAM shows a right-
ward shift, indicating fewer samples of deteriorating seg-
mentation with subsequent clicks. Although SAM occa-
sionally achieves favorable outcomes, its inherent instabil-
ity often necessitates additional annotator interactions for
correcting errors. Therefore, FocSAM represents a stability
advance over SAM in terms of real-world interactive effi-
ciency, as evidenced by the stability analysis.

4.4. Ablation Study

Experimental Settings. In the ablation study, we eval-
uate the individual impact of Dwin-MSA and P-DyReLU
on FocSAM’s performance. Due to the interdependence of
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IoU = 20.02

IoU = 3.82 IoU = 29.26 IoU = 23.18 IoU = 6.47 

IoU = 44.08 IoU = 60.42 IoU = 73.11 
GT 1 Click 5 Click 10 Click 20 Click

SAM
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Figure 5. Qualitative analysis on a challenge Example. The first image from the left displays the challenge example with the image and GT
(blue masks). The top and bottom rows on the right respectively show the segmentation results of SAM and FocSAM at the 1st, 5th, 10th,
and 20th clicks. Clicks are indicated with green (positive) and red (negative) circles.

these modules, we slightly modify the modules. For Dwin-
MSA only, we remove all P-DyReLU modules, replacing P-
DyReLU’s activations in Dwin-MSA with standard ReLU.
For P-DyReLU only, we remove the dynamic windows to
retain all image embeddings, and remove Dwin’s atten-
tion computations. We evaluate these variants on the three
largest datasets including SBD, MVTec, and COD10K, us-
ing NoC@90 within 20 clicks, and extend to NoC@95
within 100 clicks for deeper analysis. This NoC@95 metric
quantifies the individual contributions of each module, es-
pecially on more challenging samples. All ablation models
are trained with the same protocol of the main experiments.
Results. Table 2 shows that Dwin-MSA and P-DyReLU in-
dividually contribute similarly to FocSAM’s performance,
indicating that they provide comparable interactive infor-
mation. Dwin-MSA primarily focuses on initially predicted
masks for locating main object areas, similar to bounding
box prompts in SAM, whereas P-DyReLU leverages ini-
tial clicks for primary object outlining. Their interactive
information is complementary. Consequently, their combi-
nation leads to enhanced overall performance, particularly
noticeable in NoC@95 under 100 clicks. This metric under-
scores the increased click requirement to achieve 95% IoU
for challenging samples. The integration of Dwin-MSA
and P-DyReLU further stabilizes FocSAM’s performance
on challenging samples. More ablation studies are provided
in the supplementary materials.

4.5. Qualitative Results

In Figure 5, we present a qualitative comparison of Foc-
SAM and SAM using a challenging example and visualize
the segmentation results at four different clicks. This visu-
alization clearly demonstrates FocSAM’s enhanced stability
over SAM. Our qualitative analysis confirms that FocSAM

maintains consistent performance, providing superior seg-
mentation quality compared to SAM under such a challeng-
ing example. Additional qualitative results are available in
the supplementary materials.

5. Conclusion

SAM provides an efficient real-time pipeline for interac-
tive segmentation, significantly advancing this field. How-
ever, SAM’s real-world application stability is compro-
mised, particularly in challenging scenarios. This instabil-
ity largely stems from SAM’s pipeline, which lacks the ca-
pability to effectively focus on the target object. Our pro-
posed FocSAM tackles these stability issues by redesigning
the pipeline to dynamically refocus SAM’s image embed-
dings onto the target object. This adaptation enables Foc-
SAM to stabilize the interactive segmentation process of
SAM, even in challenging scenarios. As a result, FocSAM
not only matches the state-of-the-art in segmentation qual-
ity but also achieves this with considerably lower compu-
tational demands on CPUs. These advancements highlight
FocSAM’s potential for broader real-world application.
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